Survey. By the tow of an warrant from the proprieties office for Will. B. Hill 36 acres and 328 per of land in Stafford County. Beginning at a white oak
on Bigalloper near at mouth of branch of Virginia run and in a line of 42 acres the belonging to Robt.
Carter and running 1st: 38 per to a white oak on Branch Thence 22 1/2 per to a red
oak on ill on Branch Thence 35 per to a white oak in a large poison of Thence 42 per to
a red oak Taplin near neighboring Run Thence 42 per
Run 87 1/2 per to a Spanish Oak in Robert Carter.
Eff: R. Line Thence Up Run along Red Carter Eff.
Thence to a place where the first began.
Survey: 23rd day of November 1724. J. B. B. C.